A package written in C for identifying variable dependencies in tables of data is presented. The key ingredient is the -test, which establishes dependency structures by exploiting the properties of continuous functions using conditional probabilities formed out of the data. The method estimates most relevant variables, embedding dimensions and noise levels. The program, which is self-contained, also includes optional graphical output. Analysis of experimental data for determining dependencies among the measured variables and 1 establishing noise levels. This is a frequently occurring task in natural sciences. Standard methods for these problems are typically limited to linear dependencies like using correlation matrices. Many problems in physics are nonlinear by nature and hence require analysis methods that are not limited to linear approximations.
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Method of solution
The core of the algorithm is based on the -test 1], which establishes dependency structures by exploiting the properties of continuous functions. The method, which in contrast to standard correlation methods is not con ned to linear dependencies, forms conditional probabilities from data tables, which are then extrapolated to the in nite resolution limit. From these limit values one reads o relative dependencies, noise levels and embedding dimensions. The method is very useful when it comes to single out most relevant input variables for arti cial neural network processing. Also, in this case the approach can be used to track residual dependencies of the output errors. The degree of nonlinearity is estimated by comparing the -test noise reading with the variance of the residuals of the linear multiple regression model.
Restriction of complexity of the problem
The only restriction of the complexity for an application is set by available memory and CPU time. A table of M variables with N measurements each requires a storage of M N double precision numbers. The corresponding CPU time grows like M 2 N . For a problem with M = 5 (one independent and 4 dependent variables) and N = 1000 this amounts to 35 CPU seconds on a DEC Alpha 3000/300.
For users equipped with X11 some of the informative results can be displayed with interactive graphics.
LONG WRITE-UP 1 Introduction
A system is often modeled by analyzing records of certain system variables. Such modeling could range from parametric approaches to non-parametric ones like Arti cial Neural Networks (ANN). The success of such models relies heavily upon identifying the underlying structure in the input space { it is advantageous to know in advance which inputs are most relevant, the embedding dimension in the case of a time series, noise level, etc. Existing methods for doing this are based either on linear regression, which limits the analysis to linear dependencies, or on trial-and-error procedures. The -test 1], to be brie y described below, aims at determining any dependency, be it linear or nonlinear, assuming an underlying continuous function.
The -test
Assume that we have sequences of measurements on a dependent variable z 0 and a set of independent variables z 1 , z 2 ,...z m . These measurements can correspond to multivariate time series, or to a univariate time series, in which case z k should be understood as a time-lagged variable of z 0 : z k (t) = z 0 (t ? k). The central question is whether there exist functional dependencies of the form z 0 = f (z 1 ; z 2 ; :::; z m ) + r (1) where r represents an indeterminable part, which originates either from insu cient dimensionality of the measurements or from real noise. There is of course no crisp borderline between these two interpretations of r.
We approach the problem by constructing conditional probabilities in embedding spaces of various 
In terms of distances l k (i; j) between the k:th components of two vectors z(i) and z(j) l k (i; j) = jz k (i) ? z k (j)j; k = 0; 1; :::; d
one can construct the conditional probabilities
where and are positive numbers and n(l ~ ) and n(l 0 ;l ~ ) are the number of vector pairs satisfying the corresponding distance constraints 3 . The probability structures of the dependent variables with respect to the independent ones carry the following important information 1]:
1. For a completely random time series there is no dependency and one has P 0 ( ) = P 1 ( j~ ) = ::: = P d ( j~ ) = :::
This identity, which should be understood in a statistical sense, holds for any choice of positive and . The consequences of randomness (eq. (5)) and complete determination (eq. (6)) provides a yardstick with which to measure the degree of dependency between the variables. Interesting quantities to examine are the maxima
How P d ( ) changes with d and provides basically all the information we need (see g. 1b). To quantify the dependency on each of the variables, it is convenient to de ne a dependability index 
This expression is not entirely adequate for correlated data, but it serves the purpose to signal the onset of statistically unreliable regions. When statistics are at a premium a variable k once identi ed as irrelevant is set inactive, which means that the condition l k is omitted when
This variable elimination option cuts down the loss of statistics.
Another option useful for low statistics data set is the single variable analysis, which computes d with only the d:th variable as the conditional variable. 
It is convenient to transform all the variables to have zero mean and unit standard deviation. In what follows and in the numerical implementations, we regard z i as the transformed variables.
In an optimized nonlinear model, the residual r should resemble white noise. A quantitative estimation of its variance can be obtained in the -test by considering the behavior of P d ( ) in g. 1b.
At the region 0 where P d ( ) starts to drop o from one, we expect
If the noise is a at distribution extending from ?R to R with standard deviation r = R= p 
Variable Ordering
While the ordering of the variables will not a ect the dependency on the set of variables as a whole, it a ects the value of the dependability index on individual variables. There might also occur situations where the variables have very di erent distributions, and a \wrong" ordering of a particular variable before the others can severely cut the available statistics and render the test unable to detect dependencies on the subsequent variables. In all these cases one should run the -test on a number of di erent variable orderings in order to gain a better picture of the dependency structure.
The lack of statistics often becomes evident when a large number ( > 10) of variables are to be analysed. The following heuristics may be helpful to reduce the number of reorderings needed and to improve the statistics. 
Restrictions
The delta test is a statistical method and it relies on accumulating good statistics. Obviously the method will fail if the data are very few. The minimum number of N depends on the individual problem. Generally the program should not be used for N < 100. The upper limit of N is subject to the available space for memory allocation and also the user's tolerance on CPU consumption.
Program Installation
Most of the information in this section can be found in delta.readme.
The entire code is packed in delta.tar.Z. The program, which is self-contained, can be compiled with two options:
An X version which generates useful interactive graphics. This option requires a X11 system. A \plain" version which produces no graphics.
The installation takes the steps as follows.
Unpacking
The ftp transmission of delta.tar.Z must have been done in the binary mode. The UNIX utilities zcat or uncompress and tar must be available for unpacking:
% zcat delta.tar.Z | tar xvf -% cd delta
Compiling with Xplot
Xplot is an X-Window based graphic package written by Anders Nilsson. Delta 2.0 uses Xplot to produce interactive graphics of the type in g. 1.
Installation of Xplot
The Sample usages are shown in section 8.
Sample Applications
Executing the Delta 2.0 involves: (1) preparing the raw data le, (2) setting up the input parameters and (3) interpreting the results. Rather than describing these steps in general, we demonstrate the procedure by applying the program to two problems: the logistic map and a random series. These problems represent two extremes with respect to being deterministic versus completely random. Also shown are the graphics output available for systems with X11.
Logistic Map
The Data File
We generate data from the logistic map x t = 4x t (1 ? x t?1 ). The data are stored in logist.dat.
The format of the data le can be rather arbitrary with the general rule that the data must be organized in \lines" and \columns". A \line" is an entry terminated by the newline character (a carriage return). The data entries on each line must be separated by spaces. These data entries form \columns" with each column representing one variable. The rst few lines of logist.dat look as follows: 
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The Input File
There are problem speci c parameters that must be set before execution. These parameters are stored in an input le, which is named logist.inp in this example.
Two options can be used to run delta:
1. If the input le does not exist, use
This option prompts the user for the mandatory inputs and generates the named input le. 2. If the input le exists and one only wishes to make minor changes to the parameters, edit the input le and run delta using % delta -run logist.inp
The -x option can be used in combination with either one of the above to suppress the Xplot graphics.
The le logist.inp generated by the -set option looks as follows. Only the rst four parameters datafile, nskip, nline, order ] are mandatory. Among the others, apart from the occasional use of velim (variable elimination option) and sva (single variable analysis), there is in general no need for adjustment.
The array order n] speci es the ordering of the variables, where n must be speci ed to re ect the total number of variables. order 0] always gives the dependent variable, and the others represent independent variables. A variable is indexed by its \column number" and \time lag" in the data le:
order ] = (column number) 100 + (time lag).
In our example, all the variables refer to column 2, which is x t . The dependability index d is 1 for d = 1 and 0 for the rest, clearly indicates that x t depends on x t?1 only. The sum of d equals to 1, indicating there is no noise in the function dependence. The same can also be said from the fact that CD Delt = 1 -a perfect determination coe cient. The fact that the coe cient of determination CD Lin from the linear regression is much smaller than CD Delt signals that the dependency is predominantly nonlinear. All the evaluated quantities are saved in les so that information can be re-extracted in the future without having to rerun the -test. If one uses the plain version, applying a graphic tool to the numerical tables in these les is also the only way to produce gures of the type g. 2 and 3. We brie y describe the contents of the output les here.
logist.log contains the means and variances and the correlation matrix of the variables. It also reports the number of identical vector pairs. If this number is large as a fraction of the total pairs one must aware that the data may actually be periodical. 
Random Series
Next we illustrate Delta 2.0 on a pseudo-random number series. Since the procedure is identical to the previous example we only list the steps.
The Data File
The data le is now named rand.dat and the rst few lines are the following. 
The Input File
We denote the input le rand.inp and its top section is shown here (the rest of the le is identical to logist.inp shown before). The speci cation of the order ] now involves the 3rd column. Since the column 3 in the data le is just the 1-lag variable x t?1 , the speci cation above is in fact equivalent to order ] = f200, 201, 202, 203, 204g. The Output
Portions of the screen output is shown below. The variable index d is marked on the curves.
